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JDVERGEW OF OLYMPIC CITY 
[Beijing 2008] 
'One World, One Dream' 
OR. 
'One Place, One Moment' ? 
The China Government had seen the Olympics Game as a rare opportunity to 
catalyze the city's commercial industry as well as to demonstrate its competi-
tiveness to the world. The choice of site for the Olympic Park at the north of city 
axis and resources invested on the sport venues also showed the importance 
of the game to the city historically and culturally. However, the planning and 
development of the city seems stopped at the 5th ring and the CCTV building 
while the most valuable nature part was rarely mentioned. 
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_OVERCIEW OF OLYMPIC CITY 
[London 2012] 
Towards Nature 
The London Government has planned to take the opportunity to expand the 
city east-wards to the nature part of London at the Thames Gateway. A new 
community would be developed at the east part of old city as the Olympic site, 
together with the developing commercial district Canary Wharf and Dockland, 
and the cultural part of the city at Greenwich, as an origin generator to initiate 
the further expansion of the city to the ecology. 
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[ BIG OBJECT . FINE FABRIC ] 
The first part "Big object - fine fabric" explores how a stadium confronts in-
the city and its impact on urban fabric and movement pattern, as wel as its 
permeability at a city scale. 
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13 [M.] The Munich Olympics Game in 1972 was a breakthrough of traditional Olympic park design 
and technology with its appreciation to the nature. The site was composited of topographical 
landscape and a large continuous canopy structure as a [landscaped park]. Individual sport venues 
were scattered under the canopy, which became parts of the roof for venues. The whole site was 
connected by bending footpath while vehicle roads almost hidden. 
[M J The second type is [gridded network] as demonstrated in the Sydney Olympics Game in 2000. 
The site was composited of typical vehicle roads network with footpath along two sides on a flat 
land. Sports venues are sited on individual islands with scattered pocket green spaces in various 
sizes. 
[M J The Beijing Olympics Game 2008 illustrate the third type which composite of a grand open 
plaza with sport venues arrange on two sides. Only major vehicle roads pass through the site. 
[ STADIUM ] x [ PERMEABILITY ] x [ CITY " 
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2_ [ PAST ] Barcelona 1992 
3_[ PRESENT] Beijing 2008 




; STADIUM ] x [ DISTANCE ] x [ CITY ^  
The [distance] between the Olympic site or the [stadium] and the [city centre] is 
strongly related to the future development mode of the city. 
D[ D1 ] - stadium is closed-to the city centre to regenrates and revitalizes the city; while, 
D[ D, ] - a distance from the centre to expand the ~ city bv developing new community surrounding 2. the stadium. 17 J 
The illustration shows thedistance between theOlympics Stadium and a monumental 
building at the city centre in 8 different Olympic cities, from Tokyo 1964 to the 
forthcoming London 2012. It was found that the distance is an important variable to 
determine the urban development mode of the Olympic cities that was benefitted 
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, 9 J [ STADIUM ] x [ CONFRONTATION ] x [ CITY " 
Confrontation of stadium in a city as a big object/ scale are categorized into three types 
[C1] free up a piece of land in inner city/apply to most Olympic cities/creature of public domain/ 
the bigness was eliminated by peripheral openness 
e.g. Munich/ Barcelona/ Athens/ Sydney/ Beijing/ London 
[C2] settled alone in inner city/ apply to some Olympic cities/ bigness/ neglect of human scale 
e.g. Tokyo/ Atlanta/ Valencia 
[C3] land on wild landscape/ not applicable to Olympic city/ relatively small/ without context to 
the city 
e-.g. La Peineta/ Alianz Arena/ San Nicola 
[free up a piece of land in inner city] 
x 
[Apply to most Olympics Cities] 
The diagram shows the most 
common way a stadium confronts 
in the city and the creature of 
public domain. The bigness of sta-
dium is eliminated by the periph-
eral openess. 
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The diagram shows how a big 
object confronts in a fine fabric 
neglecting the human scale. 
1 
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0_ Diagram 
1_ Tokyo 1964 
2_ Atlanta 1996 
3_ Valencia 
A stadium used to be injected 
to a developed inner city or wild 
landscape without any context. It 
appears as an isolated object at a 
place neglecting its programmatic 
relationship with the surroundings. 
The stadium therefore became a 
subsidiary architecture functioning 
itself. Three types of confrontation 
mode could be identified the 
stadium-city relationship. 
[Settled alone in inner city] 
• x 
[Apply to some Olympics Cities] 
c 
[land on wild landscape] 
X : 
[(almost)Not apply to Olympics City] 
The diagram shows a big object 
lands on a wild landscape without 
context to the city. 
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• CL Diagram 
" " 1_ La Peineta, Madrid 
3 2_ Allianz Area, Munich 




[TEMPORARINESS . PERMANENCY] 
The second part 'Temporariness - permanency" explores the 
Transformability and Trans-programming of a stadium and 
the intercross relationship with legacy, scenario and scale. A 
general definition of different combinations would be further 
explained by cases. 
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1_ 
25 [Legacy] [Scenario] [Scale] 
[Transformation] y, X, X2 X3 
[Trans-programming] X4 X5 X6 
This matrix relationship is disassembled into six types and they are given a 
general definition and demonstrated by different case studies. 
[Definition] 
The venue is [partially] transformed physically, usually demolish, 
to leave behind in the same function for a certain years. The 
process is not reversible. 
1 [ TRANSFORMATION ] x [ LEGACY ] 
Olympic Stadium 2000, 
Sydney 
The stadium Austrilia was the 
ever largest Olympic stadium 
in 2000. It was tranformed 
and reduced to a capacity of 
80,000 spectators to serve as 
the major sporting venue in 
Sydney, accommodating a 
range of local passions. 
Olympic Stadium 2012, 
London 
The permanent stadium 
will be converted after the 
games into an athletics-
led venue with capacity for 
25,000 spectators. It will also 
provide a community centre, 
complete with education 
suite, library, IT centre, 
gymnasium and cafeteria 














The venue is [partially] transformed to allow creature of different 
scenarios and the process is reversible. The programme might 
change in this mode. 
12 [ TRANSFORMATION ] x [ SCENARIO ] 
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1_ [ SCENARIO 1 I Baseball Mode 
2_ Remove the indoor artificial 
grass and movable-retractable 
stand open the moving wall 
3_ Move the hovering stage to 
the centre of indoor arena 
Close the moving wall 
4_ Rotate the hovering stage and 
movable stand together into 
90° 
5_ Extract the movable-
retractable stand 

















OPEN AIR ARENA 
NORTH GATE 
Sapporo Dome, Japan Groningen Stadium, Netherland [ project J 
The stadium is a mixed of stadium, cinema, shops 
and housing proposed by architect Wiel Arets 
for the Dutch town Groningen. The pitch can be 
raised by pistons to the level of the roof to create 
various scenarios. 
[SCENARIO I .EventMode ] 
The pitch remains at its original level as a playing 
field for soccer game. 
[ SCENARIO 2 . Leisure Mode ] 
The pitch raises to the roof level as an open 









The venue is [partially] transformed physically, usually 
demolish, to leave behind in the same function for a 
certain vears. The process is not reversible. 
• D [TRANSFORMATION ] x [ SCALE ] 
^ ^ San Siro Stadio, Milan 
The stadium underwent two large scale renovations in 1940 
and 1989 as a peparation for World Cup. The extention of 
stadium allows spectators to experience the sense of scale 








1926_ 35,000 capacity 
[ EXTENTION PHRASE 1 ] 
1940_ 125,000 capacity 
I. EXTENTION PHRASE 2 ] 






New Wembly Stadium, London 
The old well-known Wembly Stadium with a Twins Tower as its trademark, was 
demolished and reconstructed in 2007. The stadium capacity increased from 
82,000 to 90,000 with a new steel truss arch as a new iconic landmark. 
STEEL ARCH 









X [Definition] The function of the venue is changed completely and permanently to serve the city in another program. The process is not reversible. ‘4 [TRANSPROGRAMMING ] x [ LEGACY ] 
Osaka Baseball Stadium, Japan [ demolished ] 
The old Osaka Baseball Stadium was change to a Hose Museum and Carpak after it was 
replaced by a new stadium for a baseball team in 1988 but it is now demolished. 
I. OLD BASEBALL STADIUM ] ’ [ HOUSE MUSEUM & CARPARK] 
BASilBALL FIELD 
•HOUSi:.MlJStUM 
•  CARPARK 
停車咖入口 
30 
Noordsingel Prison, Rotterdam 
The prison is being re-used and restored to create a new neighbourhood park with community 
facilities. • 
‘爾• 爾 约邡 I m I ^^ m % Lv^  3 ‘ 
1QQH IQQQ ？nnn ?004 2006 2010 2012 
X [Definition] The function of the venue is changed temporarily for a certain period to allow creature of different scenario. The process keeps changing over time. £T [TRANSPROGRAMMING]X [SCENARIO] 
v 7 Toronto Skydome, Canada 
A multi-functional stadium that accomodates different scenarios. 
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[SCENARIOS] 
1_Boat Exhibition 
2_ Demolition Derby 
3_ Religious Function 
4_ Opera & Concert 
X[ Definition ] 
The function of the venue is changed partially or completely to 
allow people to experience the change of scale. 
£ [TRANSPROGRAMMING ] x [ SCALE ] 
Tienanmen Square, Beijing 




[ STADIUM TYPOLOGY ] 
The third part is a "Stadium Typology" study which 
focuses on the evolution of stadium typology from 
time to time and technical date gathering. The study 
aims to find out an ideal typology for stadium design 
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I [Olympiastadion ] 
I Munich. Germany 
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[Stadio Luigi Ferraris] 
Genova. Italy 
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T[ Alianz Arena] Munich .Germany 
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T[Bird Nest] Beijing .China _ 







| [ Portsmouth Stadium (Project) ] 
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Categorized according to the [confrontation] study 
Inner city/ Wild Landscape/ Inside a free land 
[program] 
Publicness/Multi-program/ Complexity of stadium 
Public/ private/ players/ consumption/ residential 
[layout] 
From single building - incorporate landscape/ car park/ consumption etc. 
[scale] 
Capacity - various due to the function of stadium 
Section - stadium - ground relationship 
[structure] 
Structural elements 
Layers of stadium/ Complexity 
[ SITE SELECTION - KAI TAK ] 
The research ends with the "Kai Tak Site Study". The government 
vision and recent proposal would be presented as a basis of the 
study. The conditions of the adjacent neighborhoods of Kai Tak as 
well as a study of general ground connectivity configuration in Hong 
Kong would be included. 
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% [ KAI TAK ] 
Kai Tak was a vacant land with an area of 323 hectares over the past 10 years. It 
was proposed to be developed as the "Heritage, Green, Sports and Tourism Hub 
of Hong Kong",according to the approved OZP approved on Nov 2007. One of 
the main themes was Sports-oriented, a site with an area of 20.91 ha at the Kai 
Tak waterfront is designated as "Sports Hub" for the provision of an iconic Multi-
purpose Stadium Complex to serve as a main venue of large scale event such as 
Asian Game. Under the "Stadium in the Park" concept as stated in OZP, the complex 
was integrated with the Metro Park and Station Square to create a green web for 
sustainable development. It somehow neglected the consideration of post-event 
uses and ground connectivity of the stadium. 
[ ADJACENT NEIGHBOURHOODS ] 
6 old districts adjacent to the Kai Tak site 
would be revitalized to contribute on local 
commucity. The existing living fabric and 
programmes at those neighbourhoods 
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53_4 [ KAI TAK - GOVERNMENT'S VISION ] 
The Kai Tak site is proposed to be developed as the "Heritage, Green, Sports and Tourism Hub 
of Hong Kong". The overall identity for Kai Tak shall be defined by its most prominent attribute, 
i.e. the heritage of the site and its green open spaces spreading throughout the. urban areas 
and along the waterfront. Six sub-districts linked by its definitive open space system are created 
within Kai Tak, including Kai Tak City Centre, Sports Hub, Metro Park, Runway Precinct, Tourism 
and Leisure Hub and South Apron Corner. 
The main planning themes 
are listed as: 
- Sports-oriented 
Kai Tak will be a hub for 
sports and leisure activities. 
A modern Multi-purpose 
Stadium Complex will be its 
anchor, complemented by 
a comprehensive network 
of open spaces including a 
Metro Park, indoor recreational 
centres and extensive cycle 
tracks and jogging trails along 




- Distinguished and 
Attractive Urban Form 





- Activating the harbour-front 
-Creating a pedestrian 
friendly environment 
- Creating a Dynamic Skyline 
-Celebrating the Views 
- Celebrating the Gateways 
- Creating a "A Green Web for 
Sustainable Development" 
[ Outline Zoning Plan of Kai Tak_9 N o v 2 0 0 7 ] 
[ Proposed Planning of Kai Tak_g N o v 2 0 0 7 ] 
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4_> * 
% [ OZP MASSING ] 
[ RECENT PROPOSAL ] 4J
6 
proposed SCL Ma Tau Wa Station proposed SCL Kai Tai Station 
57__4 [ SHATIN-CENTRAL LINE ] 
The Shatin-Central Line is an extension line of existing east railway to connect with the west 
railway. Two stations - Kai Tai Station and To Kwa Wan Station are proposed within the Kai Tak 
site area to serve the further Kai Tak City community and the Sports Hub. 
[GROUND CONNECTIVITY] 
[ Stadium ] x [ Railway ] x [ Consumption ] x [ Landscape ] 
toildenlbl , Rfisidentisldweleprrient 
with shops front with retail facilities 
r Dining Cove 
Medium Density toi-ldsnlial Cprnmerical. Recreation Development 
with 2 storeys detail frontage with 2 storeys retail frontage 
| Underground Shopping Street 58 
4_ 
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. A B S T R A C T Precedent stadium occupied large piece of urban land and appeared as an alien 
object in inner city since the ancestor Colosseum in Rome. The relationship 
between field and spectators set up an enclosed space and introversion 
tendency that against the city as a blockage sectionally, which led to an anti-
urban monumental object situated in the city fabric as an urban vacant. The 
thesis argues on the creation of conventional anti-urban stadium in an inner city 
and explores the possibility of a stadium as an integral part of a city. Therefore, 
this is not a design of an ideal stadium, but an overall strategy and structure that 
allow propagation and generation of urban activities, as a city. 
8 
In contemporary urban planning and development, large scale sports event OBSERVE^ 
such as Olympic Game and World Cup were one major means to catalyze and 
expand the city. Therefore, sport venues planning and design became critical 
and worth to study and further explore. • 
Stadium has become an eye - catching universal building typology in recent 
decades due to the universalized favor of sports. The propaganda of large scale 
sport events such as Olympic Games and World Cup has turned an eye to the 
stadium design. The successful of Allianz Arena in Munich for World Cup 2006 
and Bird Nest in Beijing for Olympic 2008, both contributed by the master 
architects - Herzog & De Meuron, had brought an ideal and aesthetic stadium 
typology into an inner city, and deeply impressed the public's mind. 

NATIONAL STADIUM 
. ,, BEUING, CHINA 
J. 
' - -"-2008 
_STADIUM Stadium as one important building typology which occupies a large piece of 
As land in a city, it always appears as an alien object situated in inner city. 
MONUMENT • 
The Colosseum in Rome, Italy was one of the first and most well known stadium 
appeared in an inner city. It occupied a large piece of urban land and appeared 
as an alien object neglecting scale with its neighborhoods. 
The relationship between the field and spectator set up an enclosed space and 
introversion tendency, as well as an urban vacant without event, that against 
the city as a blockage sectionally. However, this structure is still being adapted as 
a basis for stadium design nowadays, which led to an anti - urban monumental 
object situated in the city fabric. 

GROUND RELATIONSIP PLANNING STRATEGY 




Continuous - Porosity Thicken Ground - Urban Belts 
STADIUM & INNER CITY 
Stadium as Monument: 
Stadium as City 
. 14 
DIAGRAM_ -
Therefore, three major issues under the "stadium as a monument" based study 
was carried out to explore possible solution to these circumstances -
_ Big Object. Fine Fabric (permeability/ porosity/ scale) 
i 
_Temporariness. Permanency (unprogram/program with/without event) 
_ Stadium Typology (structure/ shelf/ program) 
The thesis argues on the 
creation of conventiona 
anti - urban stadium in 
an inner city and explores 
the possible solution of 
a stadium as an integra 
part of a new form city. 
Therefore, this is not a 
design of an ideal stadium, 
but an overall strategy anc 
stadium structure that allow 
propagationandgeneration 
of urban activities. 
16 
STATEMENT,. 
SrrE Kai Tak was chosen as an experimental site for carry out the exercise. Kai Tak was 
a 336 ha. vacant land in East Kowloon over the past 10 years after the removal of 
old airport. Recently the government has released a proposal on future Kai Tak 
development. One part between the new Kai Tai City and To Kwa Wan is zoned 
as a Sport Hubs providing multi - purpose stadium. The government's vision is 
to integrate City, Parkand Stadium as a new form city in inner Kowloon. However, 






O^LYMPIC PARK, BEI-JING 2008 
O^LYMPIC PARK, LONDON 201.2 






-13,000 UNITS OF PUBLIC HOUSING 
- 2 SECONDARY SCHOOL AND 1 PRIMARY SCHOOL 
- KAI TAK GOVERNMENT BUILDING 
- DISTRICT MVAC SYSTEM PHASE 1 
- UNDERGROUND DISTRICT MVAC SYSTEM 
-1 ST CRUISE PARKING 
•• RUNWAY PARK 
- PROMENADE 
PHASE 2 
- CENTRAL. KOWLOON ROUTE 
- TKO - LAM TIN TUNNEL 
- SHATIN-CENTRAL LINE 
- DISTRICT MVAC SYSTEM PHASE 2 
•• RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
- KAI TAK RIVER DEVELOPMENT 
- CRUISE TERMINAL AND 2ND PARKING 
- TOURISM NODE 
PHASE 3 
- MULTI-PURPOSE STADIUM COMPLEX 
- MONO-RAIL 
•• METRO PARK 
- DISTRICT MVAC SYSTEM PHASE 3 
- RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL. DEVELOPMENT 
This development phasing was released bv the Government on Feb 2009 
22 
PHASING_ 
2 3 STRATEGY Therefore, an exercise was set up for investigating a strategy at an urban scale. I 
began to read the free land at its neighborhoods some existing cities and created 
some Interactive Nodes between the contexts. Making connection between 
them and re - read the dominated program as urban belts spinning to form the 
centre and stadium. 
24 
Fhese belts exist as field of program at a minimum width of 100m and boundary 'SITE INITIATION. 
-e-interpretation. The 6 belts are -
LEISURE re-read from To Kwa Wan Promenade 
A R T & C U L T U R E re-read from Sung Wong Toi Park & Cattle Depot 
C O N S U M P T I O N re-read from Kowloon City 
CIVIC re-read from the future Kai Tak City 
S P O R T re-read from Kowloon Bay Sport Fields 
T O U R I S M re-read from Metro Park & Cruise Terminal 
Acontinuous large landscape exists as a thicken ground covers the whole site 
to accommodate corresponding programs such as courtyard housing, sport 
campus in park, parking, etc 
I O M i n s Walk Distance 
ft I 
Kai Tak SCL Station 
Kai Tak River-Front 
Kai Tak Neighborhood 
?' 11 lj 
Kowloon Bay Sport Fields 
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Density at Interactive Areas During Event ^ \ Density at Interactive Areas Without Event 
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Network Between Interactive Nodes Magnetic Fields & Magnitude from Interactive Nodes 
Topography Interpretation by fields \ /Connection Generates Urban Belts 
26 
I SITE INITIATION^. 
Concentric Flux Spinning from Centre to Interactive Nod& a , \ - Circular Interpretation of Urban Betls 
Path Diagram Field Diagram 
27 
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PROGRAMMATIC DOMINATED URBAN BELTS & PROGRAM AS PARK 
29 
Study Model 1-5000 
Aseriesoftrials and exploration 
on the formation of urban 





Initial sketch for development of structural transformation, 
which allows porosity and propagation. 




. S T R U C T U R E Jumping to a larger scale to look at the structural solution to the issue, the 
Renzo Piano's stadium diagram was taken as reference to initiate the structural 
transformation. Since the structure should allow certain propagation and 
porosity, a space frame structure is considered for further investigation though 
the few steps -
- Concentric sub-division of various lengths 
- Construction of triangular ribbed frame 
- Construction of centrical y-frames and nodes 
- Connecting nodes as beams 
- Construction of skeleton for lower structure 
- Skeleton outlines and node points 
- Completion of Space Frame in Plan 
STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION 
1 _RENZO PIANO'S DIAGRAM/ 2_C.ONCENTRIC SUB-DIVISION OF 3_C.ONSTRUCTION OF TRIANGULAR C^ONSTRUCTION OF CENTRICAL 
SAN NICOLA STADIA, BARI, ITALY VARIOUS LENGTHS RIBBED FRAME Y-FRAMES AND NODES 
34 
5_CONNECTING NODES AS BEAMS 6_CONSTRUCTION OF SKELETON '/.SKELETON OUTLINES AND NODE 8_COMPLETION OF SPACE FRAME 
FOR LOWER STRUCTURE POINTS « 











Extrusion at node points 
to create 3-dimensipnal 
skeleton 
C 
• Surfaces created spectator 
stands and underneath 
spaces 
D 
Creation of Void tor 
strenqthening and -porosity 
E 
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Extrusion at node points 
to create 3 ~ dimensional 
skeleton 
C 
Surfaces created spectator 
• stands and underneath . 
spaces 
D 
Creation of Void for 
strengthening and porosity 
- 8 
Elevate peri pi ery n ode 
37 pCintS 
' F 
Surfaces for roof, void and 
interior spcaes 
G 
Extrusion of node points for 
lower skeleton 
H . 
filled surfaces to create 
underneath spaces 
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MARCH/0800 MARCH/1200 MARCH/1600 
41 
SEPTEMBER/ 0800 SEPTEMBER/ 1200 SEPTEMBER/1600 
JUNE/0800 JUNE/1200 JUNE/1600 
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S H A D O W S T U D Y . 




FROM MONUMENT TO CITY 
FROM ANTI TO GENERATE 
FROM TIMELESS TO TIMENESS 

BF.LT LEVEL. BELT LEVEL. ROOF LEVEL 
1. LIBRARY 1. LIBRARY 1. LIBRARY 
2. COMMUNITY HALL 2. PLAZA 2. SKYLIGHT 
3. PERFORMANCE HALL 3. KIOSKS 3. ROOF LANDSCAPE 
4. CHAPEL 4. CHAPEL 4. SPECTATOR STAND 
5. CLINIC 5. CANTEEN 5. VOID 





1. TICKET OFFICE/ E&M/ SERVICES 
2. WC 
3. RESTAURANT/ CAFE/ SOUVENIRS 
4. CIRCULATION VOID 
5. ACCESS TO BELT LEVEL 
49 
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Urban Model 1:1000 
URBAN SECTION 
COMMERCIAL COURTYARD HOUSING 
elevated towers 3 storeyswidMiri^comfwnisyei'cl Kiofpatk 
KOWLOON CITY R*! 
LEISURE BELT 
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